
Kitchen/Bath Measurement  Worksheet 

Allura Bath and Kitchen 
Measured by: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Email: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Checklist: 
1. Draw kitchen/Bath with dimensions to the nearest 1/8” by using the method in this link

a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7x0KtRchx2I
b. Be sure to write legibly and clearly
c. Don’t forget to measure ceiling height so you can order the correct height cabinets (wall 

cabinets are typically set at 54” off ground, so 42” cabinets need AT LEAST 96” ceilings).
d. When measuring windows, measure “trim to trim”. Measure from floor to bottom of 

window trim, then bottom of window trim to top of window trim, as well as the width of 
the window from outside trim to trim.

i. Trim is included in drawings, that is why dimensions should include the trim as 
part of the fixture.

2. Include at least 4 pictures of the kitchen so the designer can get a clear understanding of the 
space and can reference the room while drawing.

3. Include any detail on items you will be changing such as flooring, removal of soffits, appliances 
you plan on moving, walls you wish to remove, vents you want to add or relocate, etc.

4. Be sure to include locations of water lines and gas lines coming in.
5. Mark the swing of doors (whether they open left or right).
6. We are mainly interested in the wall locations and the permanent fixtures such as water and 

appliance locations. We don’t need every cabinet drawn just the permanent fixtures location 
marked.

7. The walls are the most important part to get right as well as the clearance to the trims and 
ceiling. Make sure to note any items that you want to move or re-arrange in the design

8. Also list any constraints within the kitchen
9. Be sure to double check your numbers for accuracy and completeness when done.

**Submit this worksheet and all measurements, drawings and pictures to 
sales@alluragroup.com with your job name and date in the Subject line** 

Thank You, 

Aj Panaccione 

Allura Bath and Kitchen 
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